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The Book of Mother 2022-10-18 longlisted for the 2022 international booker prize a new york times notable
book a library journal best book of 2021 a marvelous superbly effective the new yorker debut novel about a
young woman coming of age with a dazzling yet damaged mother who lived and loved in extremes met
by rave reviews in the new yorker the new york times and more this stunning translation of violaine
huisman s witty immersive autofiction showcases a parisian childhood with a charismatic depressed parent
oprah daily beautiful and magnetic catherine a k a maman smokes too much drives too fast laughs too hard
and loves too extravagantly and her daughter violaine wouldn t have it any other way but when maman
is hospitalized after a third divorce and a breakdown everything changes even as violaine and her sister
long for their mother s return once she s back maman s violent mood swings and flagrant disregard for
personal boundaries soon turn their home into an emotional landmine as the story of catherine s own
traumatic childhood and adolescence unfolds the pieces come together to form an indelible portrait of a
mother as irresistible as she is impossible as triumphant as she is transgressive with spectacular ferocity of
language a streak of dark humor and stunning emotional bravery the book of mother is an exquisitely
wrought story of a mother s dizzying heights and devastating lows and a daughter who must hold her
memory close in order to surrender and finally move on
You Are the Mother of All Mothers 2014 every loss mama deserves to be reminded she is the mother of all
mothers
Book of My Mother 2012-04-10 shortly after albert cohen left france for london to escape the nazis he
received news of his mother s death in marseille unable to mourn her he expressed his grief in a series of
moving pieces for la france libre which later grew into book of my mother achingly honest intimate and
moving this love song is a tribute to all mothers cohen himself expressed i shall not have written in vain if
one of you after reading my hymn of death is one evening gentler with his mother because of me and my
mother from the trade paperback edition
The Mother of All Jobs 2018-09-06 have you ever looked at the lengthy school holiday dates and silently
screamed in desperation have you gone part time yet are still doing a full time workload have you ever
been too afraid to ask about maternity benefits or flexible working do you constantly feel guilty about
missing school events and secretly envious of other mums at the school gates who seem to be doing it all
better than you if any or all of the above rings true for you you are not alone while the demands of work
are increasing with longer working hours and more pressure to remain switched on to our phones and
computers the needs of our children and the world of school and childcare have stayed the same something
has got to change before we all reach breaking point the mother of all jobs brings together the wisdom of
women who opened up about their experiences into a manifesto to help working parents thrive
The Mother of the Living 1908 following on from the success of men explain things to me comes a new
collection of essays in which rebecca solnit opens up a feminism for all of us one that doesn t stigmatize
women s lives whether they include spouses and children or not that brings empathy to the silences in
men s lives as well as the silencing of women s lives celebrates the ways feminism has shifted in recent
years to reclaim rape jokes revise canons and rethink our everyday lives
The Mother of All Questions 2017-05-25 in the latest body of work by author and photographer claiborne
swanson frank the artist set out to explore what modern motherhood means in the 21st century turning
her lens on 70 iconic families of mothers and children from such celebrated names as delfina figueras
carolina herrera lauren santo domingo anne vyalitsyna aerin lauder and patti hansen swanson frank s
stunning portraits capture the emotional bonds and beauty that frame the primal relationship of a mother
and her child complementing her work is a series of questions and answers in which swanson frank



delicately tasks each mother to look within themselves and express what being a mother truly means to
them their answers while exceedingly thoughtful and introspective are also amusing fascinating and
moving each one of these deeply intimate and stunning portraits will captivate and inspire readers as they
embark on this profound journey that reminds us all of the power of motherhood and the great gift of love
Mother and Child 2018-04-01 it was supposed to be a new beginning for elaine davis returning to her
childhood home in north yorkshire she hopes to move on from a devastating past and rebuild her life with
the help of her mother and children sometimes though new beginnings in familiar surroundings can come
with the stirrings of memories long forgotten as elaine s mind begins to unravel discoveries of deceit and
betrayal reveal themselves and circumstances spiral beyond her control elaine must fight to hold on to her
sanity unless of course she has already lost it approximately 93 000 words
The Mother of all Things 2018-04-08 who was your mother before she was a mother essays and photos
from brit bennett jennifer egan danzy senna laura lippman jia tolentino and many more in this remarkable
collection new york times bestselling novelist edan lepucki gathers more than sixty original essays and
favorite photographs to explore this question the daughters in mothers before are writers and poets artists
and teachers and the images and stories they share reveal the lives of women in ways that are vulnerable
and true sometimes funny sometimes sad and always moving contributors include brit bennett jennine
capó crucet jennifer egan angela garbes annabeth gish alison roman lisa see danzy senna dana spiotta lan
samantha chang laura lippman jia tolentino tiffany nguyen charmaine craig maya ramakrishnan eirene
donohue and many others
Mothers Before 2020-04-07 whether you re an expectant parent or you re just thinking about it this
comprehensive guide features a nonbossy fresh and fun approach to the greatest adventure life has to offer
based on the best advice from over 100 canadian parents this information is served up with a uniquely
canadian spin never one to shy away from the tough topics ann douglas addresses the concerns that all
parents have to consider when facing pregnancy with over 225 000 mother of all books sold in canada ann
douglas provides the inside scoop on what it s really like to have a baby the straight goods on preparing
your body for pregnacy practical advice on how to increase your chances for conceiving quickly the top
ten worries for each trimester with a hefty dose of reassurance a glossary of pregnancy and birth related
terms a sneak peek of life after baby this book is the manual for those looking for real world advice to help
them during all the stages of pregnancy from conception to birth and all that can occur throughout
The Mother of All Pregnancy Books 2009-12-14 a provocative and debate inspiring book which explores
the pressure politics philosophy and culture of motherhood in today s society
Mother of All Myths 2012-06-21 the author discusses love marriage motherhood etc from the aspect of
anthropology
MOTHER 2016-08-29 motherhood is a gift from god you want to be the best mom you can be but often you
are left wondering if you re even close to achieving that goal one day you feel like an enormous success
the next a total failure it is a crazy combination of peaks and valleys payment for this wild adventure comes
in the form of sticky kisses and dandelion bouquets priceless unforgettable rewards from the most precious
of treasures mother of the year will take you on a 365 day journey filled with purpose guidance inspiration
and encouragement to be the mom you want to be motherhood is the toughest job you ll ever love but you
can do it
The Mothers 1927 the mother of the man by eden phillpotts this book is a reproduction of the original book
published in 1908 and may have some imperfections such as marks or hand written notes
Mother of the Year 2017-04-01 this early work by edith wharton was originally published in 1925 and we



are now republishing it with a brand new introductory biography the mother s recompense is a novel
about a woman who abandoned her husband and child and who returns to her home city of new york after
spending years in exile edith wharton was born in new york city in 1862 wharton s first poems were
published in scribner s magazine in 1891 the same publication printed the first of her many short stories
titled mrs manstey s view over the next four decades they along with other well established american
publications such as atlantic monthly century magazine harper s and lippincott s regularly published her
work
The Mother of the Man 2016-06-05 from the bestselling author of the family next door comes a new
domestic page turner about that trickiest of relationships and what happens when it all goes wrong
preorder the younger wife now fiction at its finest liane moriarty number one bestselling author perfect
for fans of big little lies library journal she has never approved of you but it s when her body is found the
secrets really start to come out from the moment lucy met her husband s mother diana she was kept at arm
s length diana was exquisitely polite and perfectly friendly but lucy knew that she was not what diana
envisioned even so lucy wanted so much to please her new mother in law that was five years ago now
diana has been found dead a suicide note near her body diana claims that she no longer wanted to live
because of a battle with cancer but the autopsy finds no cancer the autopsy does find traces of poison and
suffocation everyone in the family is hiding something but what and where will the secrets stop with lucy
s secrets getting deeper and her relationship with her mother in law growing more complex as the pages
turn this new novel from sally hepworth is sure to add to her growing legion of fans the best book that i
have read in a long time would make an amazing tv series does not disappoint reader reviewer prepare for
gone girl level twists refinery29 wow what a conclusion reader reviewer brilliant characterisation great
story a genuine five star read reader reviewer i read this book in just two days because i just couldn t put it
down reader reviewer the mother in law is indeed twisty and suspenseful but even more than that it s
clever and nuanced kelly rimmer bestselling author of me without you
The Mother 1982 chosen by bernardine evaristo as one of her top 20 books by black british womxn writers
yvvette edwards second novel the mother tells marcia s story marcia williams thought she knew her son
she thought he was safe she was wrong today marcia is heading to the old bailey she s going there to do
something no mother should ever have to do to attend the trial of the boy accused of her son s murder she s
not meant to be that woman ryan her son wasn t that kind of boy but tyson manley is that kind of a boy
and as his trial unfolds it becomes clear that it s his girlfriend sweetie who has the answers marcia so badly
needs and who can perhaps offer marcia some kind of hope for the future but sweetie is as scared of tyson
as ryan should have been and as marcia s learned the hard way nothing s certain not any more skillfully
plotted and heart wrenching stylist thrilling tense and poignant heat
The Mother's Recompense 2016-03-31 among maternal deities of the greek pantheon the mother of the
gods was a paradox conflict and resolution were played out symbolically munn shows and the goddess of
lydian tyranny was eventually accepted by the athenians as the mother of the gods and a symbol of their
own sovereignty
The Mother-in-Law 2019-04-23 are there old testament roots of the veneration of the blessed virgin mary
margaret barker traces the roots of the devotion to mary as mother of the lord back to the old testament and
the first temple in jerusalem the evidence is consistent over more than a millennium there had been a
female deity in israel the mother figure in the royal cult who had been abandoned about 600bce she was
almost written out of the hebrew text almost excluded from the canon this first of two volumes traces the
history of the lady in the temple and looks forward to the second volume in which barker will show how



the lady of the temple is reclaimed in the advent of christianity and becomes the lady in the church the
result is breathtaking and like all barker s work is impossible to put down
The Mother 2016-04-07 extraordinary personal journey
The Mother at Home; Or, the Principles of Maternal Duty Familiarly Illustrated 2013-09 this is a mother s
account of her experience as a disciple of her own son andrew cohen a well known american guru and of
her struggle to free herself from his control what had been a close affectionate relationship slowly becomes
a nightmare of domination the story begins quiely in india and unfolds with growing intensity as andrew
his mother and a few people who have gathered around him travel to england holland israel and finally
the united states but which time andrew has attracted hundreds of devotees to his meetings the abuse of
power incessant fear and the pyschology of obsession are all explored here from an intimate perspective
since brainwashing cults and their grandiose gurus are proliferating in this country and all over the world
this book is not only a mother s lament but also a finger pointing to the growing appeal everywhere of
authoritarianism and absolutism
The Mother of the Gods, Athens, and the Tyranny of Asia 2006-07-11 the mother
The Mother 1969 from novels of the nineteenth century to films of the 1990s american culture abounds
with images of white middle class mothers in motherhood and representation e ann kaplan considers how
the mother appears in three related spheres the historical in which she charts changing representations of
the mother from 1830 to the postmodernist present the psychoanalytic which discusses theories of the
mother from freud to lacan and the french feminists and the mother as she is figured in cultural
representations in literary and film texts such as east lynne marnie and the the handmaid s tale as well as
in journalism and popular manuals on motherhood kaplan s analysis identifies two dominant paradigms of
the mother as angel and witch and charts the contesting and often contradictory discourses of the mother in
present day america
The Mother of the Lord 2012-09-27 krys malcolm belc s visual memoir in essays explores how the
experience of gestational parenthood conceiving birthing and breastfeeding his son samson eventually
clarified his gender identity krys malcolm belc has thought a lot about the interplay between parenthood
and gender as a nonbinary transmasculine parent giving birth to his son samson clarified his gender
identity and yet when his partner anna adopted samson the legal documents listed belc as the natural
mother of the child by considering how the experiences contained under the umbrella of motherhood don
t fully align with belc s own experience the natural mother of the child journeys both toward and through
common perceptions of what it means to have a body and how that body can influence the perception of a
family with this visual memoir in essays belc has created a new kind of life record one that engages
directly with the documentation often thought to constitute a record of one s life childhood photos birth
certificates and addresses his deep ambivalence about the before and after so prevalent in trans stories
which feels apart from his own experience the natural mother of the child is the story of a person moving
past societal expectations to take control of his own narrative with prose that delights in the intimate
dailiness of family life and explores how much we can ever really know when we enter into parenting
Hannah, the Mother of Samuel the Prophet and Judge of Israel 1839 this collection discusses the depictions
of mothers in law in popular culture and provides a different approach to the popularly held views of
mothers in law
The Mother of Mohammed 2010-06-03 this is the first thorough account of the nature and the spread of the
cult of cybele the great mother and the first to present her worship soberly as a religion rather than
sensationally as an orgiastic celebration of self castrated priest attendants



The Mother of God 2009-07 the mother and her child lena k lena kellogg sadler the expectant mother
there can be no grander more noble or higher calling for a healthy sound minded woman than to become
the mother of children she may be the colaborer of the business man the overworked housewife of the
tiller of the soil the colleague of the professional man or the wife of the leisure man of wealth nevertheless
in every normal woman in every station of life there lurks the conscious or sub conscious maternal instinct
sooner or later the mother soul yearns and cries out for the touch of baby fingers and for that maternal joy
that comes to a woman when she clasps to her breast the precious form of her own babe motherhood the
highest calling motherhood is by far woman s highest and noblest profession science art and careers
dwindle into insignificance when we attempt to compare them with motherhood and to attain this high
profession to reach this manifest goal of destiny women are seeking everywhere to obtain the best
information and the highest instruction regarding mothercraft babyhood and child culture we are delighted
to publish this classic book as part of our extensive classic library collection many of the books in our
collection have been out of print for decades and therefore have not been accessible to the general public
the aim of our publishing program is to facilitate rapid access to this vast reservoir of literature and our
view is that this is a significant literary work which deserves to be brought back into print after many
decades the contents of the vast majority of titles in the classic library have been scanned from the original
works to ensure a high quality product each title has been meticulously hand curated by our staff our
philosophy has been guided by a desire to provide the reader with a book that is as close as possible to
ownership of the original work we hope that you will enjoy this wonderful classic work and that for you
it becomes an enriching experience
The Mother 2017-11 the sea animals have disappeared and people are starving an old couple once great
shamans are asked to journey to the mother of the sea to find out what happened to the animals but the
journey is dangerous and the old woman does not know if she will be able to please the mother of the sea
and convince her to free the animals the people of her community so desperately need the mother of the
sea is an important character in inuit traditional stories shared across the circumpolar region known by
many names across various regions of the arctic the mother of the sea is a powerful woman who can
withhold the animals humans need to survive if she is displeased by human behaviour only a shaman is
able to appease the mother of the sea and convince her to release the animals that the hunters so
desperately need this tale shares the specific traditional story of the mother of the sea told and retold in
greenland for generations
Motherhood and Representation 2013-07-23 this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original
due to its age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we
believe this work is culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment for
protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern editions that
are true to the original work
The Natural Mother of the Child 2021-06-15 acclaimed author heather vogel frederick will delight
daughters of all ages in a novel about the fabulousness of fiction family and friendship the book club is about
to get a makeover even if megan would rather be at the mall cassidy is late for hockey practice emma s
already read every book in existence and jess is missing her mother too much to care the new book club is
scheduled to meet every month but what begins as a mom imposed ritual of reading little women soon
helps four unlikely friends navigate the drama of middle school from stolen journals to secret crushes to a
fashion fiasco first dance the girls are up to their wellie boots in drama they can t help but wonder what
would jo march do



The Mother of All Living 1900 the law of the mother is made up of words charged with pleasure and
suffering that leave their mark on us in early childhood in this groundbreaking book geneviève morel
explores whether it is possible for the child to escape subjection from this maternal law and develop their
own sexual identity through clinical examples and critical commentary the book illustrates the range and
power of maternal influence on the child and how this can generate different forms of sexual ambiguity
using a lacanian framework which revises the classical idea of the oedipus complex the book is not only a
major contribution to gender studies but also an invaluable aid to the clinician dealing with questions of
sexual identity the book avoids many of the moral and political prejudices that paralyse twenty first
century society be they related to legislation on marriage parentage or adoption the status of mental health
or the limits to the supposed ownership of the human body insightful and revealing the law of the mother
will be of great interest to lacanian psychoanalysts as well as to researchers in the fields of gender studies
and sexuality
The Mother of All Lists 1997-06-01 the mother code is a dystopian tale for all which is scarily relevant
right now press association what it means to be human and a mother is put to the test in carole stivers
debut novel set in a world that is more chilling and precarious than ever steven spielberg s amblin partners
has acquired the worldwide film rights for the mother code it s 2049 and the survival of the human race is
at risk earth s inhabitants must turn to their last resort a plan to place genetically engineered children
inside the cocoons of large scale robots to be incubated birthed and raised by machines but there is yet one
hope of preserving the human order an intelligence programmed into these machines that renders each
unique in its own right the mother code kai is born in america s desert southwest his only companion is his
robot mother rho z equipped with the knowledge and motivations of a human mother rho z raises kai and
teaches him how to survive but as children like kai come of age their mothers transform too in ways that
were never predicted when government survivors decide that the mothers must be destroyed kai must
make a choice will he break the bond he shares with rho z or will he fight to save the only parent he has
ever known in a future that could be our own the mother code explores what truly makes us human and
the tenuous nature of the boundaries between us and the machines we create
Representations of the Mother-in-Law in Literature, Film, Drama, and Television 2018-08-03
In Search of God the Mother 1999-07-13
The Mothers 1931
The Mother and Her Child 2018-06-25
A Journey to the Mother of the Sea 2019-10
The Mother's Book (1831) 2009-05
The Mother-Daughter Book Club 2010-05-11
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The Mother Code 2020-05-05
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